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Abstract 
High speed rail broke ground in Fresno California on January 6th 2015. Fresno, in the 
Central Valley in between San Francisco and Los Angeles is one the cities meant to 
benefit from this enormous regeneration project. This paper attempts to review literature 
for possible predictions of California high-speed rail success and transfer of benefits. 
Topics of analysis and concerns in academic literature regarding high-speed rail will be 
presented. This paper also asks if these studies have predicted the success of these 
projects and how areas of interest have changed over time. Interviews with California 
planning and high-speed rail officials offer a backdrop to this literature review. Finally, 
existing academic studies and case comparisons are discussed for quality of fit with the 
California case. 

Introduction  

This paper was inspired by a seminar that Professor Robert Cervero gave at 
the Omega Centre of  University College London on March 11 2015 titled, 
The California Fast Train Project: Prospects and Challenges of  a US Mega 
Rail Project. During the lecture and following discussion many topics were 
covered, including the nature of  the California high-speed rail project as a 
regeneration scheme and funded as such, along with some mention of  the 
project most likely benefiting the major centres of  Los Angeles and San 
Francisco but that there was little hope for transfer of  benefits for places 
like Fresno that had little tourist industry for attraction. These conclusions 
match conventional academic literature but perhaps do not take into 
account the context of  eager Californian commuters whom are rumored to 
commute the lengthy distance between Fresno and San Francisco by car. If  
they are willing to do that by car, why not rail? Anecdotes of  long 
commutes by Americans have been evidenced by newspaper articles and 



television reports. The housing bubble of  2007 itself  can be seen in the 
half  built homes of  Fresno communities that seem frozen in time at that 
moment when the bubble burst. This may evidence wealth from San 
Francisco or a spill over of  wealth that flowed the almost 200 miles to the 
Fresno. If  all this was done by auto then there would exist an enormous 
latent demand for high-speed rail.  

These are all large and complex questions and for answers one begins with 
a review of  literature. This paper asks the two questions. Do academic 
literature reviews hold accuracy in predicting the effects of  projects like 
high-speed rail? Have themes emerged and been consistent?  For 
discussion, the case of  California is used as a touchstone for literature 
review and possibly to determine if  comparative cases from these articles 
offer any predictive insights into California high-speed rail’s challenges or 
opportunities.  

Reviews and analysis of  high-speed rail’s effects and benefits have been 
plentiful in academic literature and popular media. These studies polarize 
around two time frames which have seen great political momentum 
regarding high speed rail, once around 1997 and another around 2009 - 
2010. The academic interest of  high speed rail around 1997 revolves 
around the excitement of  implementing the United States Acela train in 
2000 and the recent opening of  the Eurostar in 1994. China constructed its 
high speed rail network for the 2008 Olympics shortly before United States 
President Obama made fund available in 2009 for what has become the 
California high speed rail project and the contemporary interest in high-
speed rail.  

It is important for academic studies to evaluate themselves for effectiveness 
and accuracy in order to advise city and regional governments correctly. 
It is also important to understand contexts of  place more fully and in a 
more weighted manner. Most studies of  high-speed rail are standardized 
with similar methods on economics and travel patterns in the same manner 
across regions. However, transport economies, geography, travel habits and 
attitudes may very greatly. We need research in academia and in planning 
practice that understands that major infrastructure, their success and 



impacts are variable due to context. A one size fits all approach does not 
work for regions in practice and possibly not in research either. It is hoped 
that this review is more than a presentation of  literature but also an 
evaluation of  how effective our current academic journal practices are.  

Literature Study  

Two large waves of  scientific literature has been produced on high-speed 
rail as a regional tool. The first came in the early to mid 1990s as high-
speed rail in California was being conceived and the Eurostar between Paris 
and London began operation. The first came in the early to mid 1990s in-
cluding a study on the implications of  high-speed rail on California. As far 
back as 1993 researchers such as Brian Sands (1993) were investigating the 
development effects of  High-Speed Rail on California and positing on the 
possible success of  the project. Sands reviewed high-speed rail projects in 
Japan, France and Germany for a comparative insight into a prognosis for 
California (1993). Sands notes that development effects of  high-speed rail 
projects are variable, depending on many factors yet makes some general 
conclusions such as the then current recession limiting development bene-
fits to close proximity to the station level, while noting that some argue that 
infrastructure and regeneration projects are even necessary for economic 
recovery (1993). This sounds true today as well, coming out of  the current 
recession we have heard rhetoric from all sides for and against in-
frastructure investment in order to catalyze local and regional economies. 
While the debate remains true answers remain variable.  

Several of  Sands’ conclusion revolve around growth (1993). He argues that 
high-speed rail will increase growth rates and populations in the regions it 
serves, while large centres such as San Francisco and Los Angeles will grow 
more slowly but, are larger, with subsequent employment growth being 
largest in information technology centres (1993). These conclusions largely 
agree with Robert Cervero’s stated conclusion from the March 2015 
Omega Centre lecture on California high-speed rail presented in the 
introduction of  this article.  

Later, some studies in 1997 would have some difficulties understanding 



potential benefits of  high-speed rail (Levinson et al.)(Haynes). Levinson et 
al.’s article while claiming to present the full costs of  high speed rail 
construction fails to account for pollution costs in a way that is relevant to 
today’s Climate Change concerned population (1997). Rail is suggested as a 
lesser polluter than air or auto travel but the dramatic differences between 
rail and other modes of  travel are not articulated. Initial construction costs 
of  roads and airports are not included in the study, instead, the study 
compares expansion costs of  airports to high-speed rail construction 
which does not seem like a full or holistic approach. Chester and Horvath’s 
more recent article published in 2012 more heavily weights the 
environmental impacts of  large infrastructure projects, highlighting the 
advantages of  high-speed rail as a mode of  travel and if  implemented 
properly, will have significant benefits beyond other modes. Campos and 
De Rus also argue in their 2009 paper that high-speed rail fares well in 
terms of  environmental impact with other modes but this depends on load 
factors or efficiency and the source of  energy. Campos and De Rus also 
add that high-speed rial is the safest mode in terms of  fatalities (2009), 
which is a dramatic indicator that is often overlooked in these economic 
studies.  

Also in 1997, Kingsley Haynes reviews labour markets surrounding 
regional transportation improvements. Haynes findings correlate with 
Sands’ in terms of  noting the importance of  a network to support new 
high-speed rail projects (1993). Today, this is a commonly transmitted 
concept in academia and practice. Of  critical interest in this paper’s study is 
Haynes’ finding that economic development catalytic development or spill-
out from new stations is highly dependent on existing context or 
supporting circumstances (1997). Even now in 2015, the analysis of  
derivative economic benefits is hard to perform, with economic uplift 
being hard to quantify and volatile, with land use strategies or investment in 
the areas surrounding new passenger rail stations being necessary.   

Roger Vickerman has written extensively on high-speed rail and in a 1995 
article he criticizes European policies and the failure of  high-speed rail to 
deliver promised benefits. A fundamental criticism of  Vickerman’s is the 
lack of  transport network development and the failure of  creating an 



integrated network between different modes (1995). Other concerns of  
Vickerman include the lack of  a feasible plan in Europe, at the time, and 
the belief  that high-speed rail on its own can solve regional development 
problems (1994). However, one of  Vickerman’s (1995) conclusions closely 
resembles the Kingsley Hyanes' findings (1997) and this has to do with pre-
existing spatial conditions and agglomeration. Vickerman details that 
regional cohesion is not improved as intended, that high-speed rail actually 
has the effect of  increasing the economic activity in the major cities, which 
might have some troubling consequences for the smaller cities (1995). He 
claims that rich cities will outcompete poorer cities and that high-speed rail 
construction is specialized while road construction may use local expertise. 
Vickerman argues that the biggest gains will be to the major access points, 
and that access is critical (1995). However, in 1997 Sasaki et al. did not find 
that the Shinkansen in Japan necessarily contributed to dispersion. 

Vickerman theorizes that the major access points, for example London and 
Paris, or Los Angeles and San Francisco will gain and possibly at the 
expense of  non connected towns where industry may leave for the major 
well connected city (1995). Unfortunately, adding stops, or links, to the 
network slows down the high-speed rail trains and reduces its 
competitiveness with air or auto travel as presented in the 2006 review by 
Givoni. However, this is not an issue of  absolutes and cities differ in their 
attractions and agglomeration can have negative effects such as raising real 
estate prices and forcing some industries to move out of  the centre or to 
smaller towns. Clever and Hansen discuss various planning strategies in 
their 2008 article, noting that Germany and France trade speed for 
accessibility. They explain hat Japan’s system is even an exception to this 
trade off, as Japan does not need to trade accessibility for speed citing 
excellent service and frequency for profitability (2008). However, California 
and the United States may have a long ways to go as David Levinson claims 
in 2012, that systematic improvements need to be made to the United 
States Amtrak system. Southern California may be an exception this worry 
because of  the intense rail investment and speed of  construction currently 
occurring with existing rail networks to connect to in Los Angeles, San 
Francisco and to a lesser extent San Diego. Yet, there is a troubling lack of  
public transport along the route in the Central Valley of  California, where 



high-speed rail is meant to transfer derivative benefits. It seems like it will 
be difficult to distribute spill-over or derivative benefits very far if  there is 
no public transport system to transfer them spatially.  

In 1994, Louis Thompson’s paper asking why isn’t there more high-speed 
rail in the United States calls for a synthesis of  planning and government 
agencies, as many of  the other literature also suggests, Thompson suggests 
corridors where the current mix of  auto and air travel will not suffice in the 
future (1994). This is a concern that is was often heard when interviewing 
planners and rail professionals in Los Angeles, that there is no 
counterfactual scenario to high-speed rail (2011). However, it is worth 
noting that the assessment of  high-speed rail projects have become much 
more detailed than the Levinson et al. days of  1997. Chester and Horvath 
in 2012 and Cervero and Guerra in 2011 find more favorable results for 
proposing high-speed rail in comparison to agro or air expansion regarding 
environmental benefits and economic costs, respectively, after a more 
complex and detailed framework.  

Thompson also proposed segments for high-speed rail for the corridors of  
Washington to Boston, New York to Washington or Boston, which is now 
served by the Acela train which is on the slow side of  high-speed rail 
(1994). Another segment proposed was the Los Angeles to San Diego 
corridor, currently planned for California high-speed rail (1994).  

 A few key points emerged from the 1990s literature including, a spatial 
concern that the high-speed rail stations or access points will disadvantage 
cities not connected to the high-speed rail network and cause a regional 
shift of  employment and habitation (Albalate and Bel, 2012). Another 
point or tension is the general problem of  assessing or reviewing these 
projects, our inability to predict derivative benefits reliably due to the 
power of  context or place. The final aspect of  research and concern is the 
need for a supporting network, transport connections or supporting land 
use design, for high-speed rail to connect into for high-speed rail success 
and maximum benefits. Looking at the recent wave of  high-speed rail 
literature we find a similar focus on these challenges, with the remaining 
concern of  spatial competition between cities that have and cities that have 



not high-speed rail, a stronger argument for seamless transport networks 
and much more detailed and presumably more accurate methods of  
analysis or review.  

By 2006 Givoni claim that there is no doubt that high-speed rial can deliver 
socio-economic benefits. This next wave of  literature and research comes 
out strongly around 2009 with a variety of  review and assessment articles, 
and due to the proliferation of  high-speed rail projects by this time, relies 
heavily on precedents and international comparisons. Behrens and Pels 
look at intermodal competition in their 2009 article, specifically the 
circumstances where high-speed rail may replace or substitute for air travel. 
They found that in the London Paris market, time and frequency were the 
major factors in mode choice (2009). They claim that regarding service 
frequency that airlines aren't able to maximize profits and are leaving the 
market (while the remaining ones are having difficulty (2009). London 
Heathrow and British airways were particularly noted to suffer from high-
speed rail improvements (2009). Using this model, they predict this is also 
to be the case for the San Francisco Los Angeles market (2009). However, 
the California case may be more advantageous to high-speed rial because 
low cost airlines are unlikely to be able to drop their prices and compete 
the way that the Easyjet and discount travel airlines have in the London 
Paris market. Tang, Savy and Doulet describe that since the Wuhan 
Guangzhou route opened in China, airline passengers have reduced on the 
same route by 21.9 percent and the return route, Guangzhou to Wuhan but 
39.2 percent (2011). In fact, Fu et al. call for the Chinese airline industry to 
increase its competitiveness (2012). Ease of  rail travel and the misery of  
flying are factors that should not be discounted.  

Unfortunately, Los Angeles and San Francisco do not have the fleshed out 
rail service connections that we find fundamental to high-speed rail 
success. In the city centres and at key suburban nodes there are possibilities 
for connections in the California system, and regional and local train lines 
are currently and further planned to be improved and upgraded under the 
current high-speed rail plan, the service frequency, often reliable, will still 
not compare with the plentiful transport tissue and connections of  Paris or 
London.  



In this study, the more recent literature on high-speed rail, since 2008, pri-
oritizes the environmental impacts and benefits much more than the 1990s 
literature. Dobruskes argues that air travel contributes the most to Global 
Warming per passenger by kilometre (2011). Many high-speed rail projects 
are proceeding under the presumption that air travel will be substituted 
with more environmentally friendly rail travel (2011). Dobruskes argues 
that high-speed rial has not significantly limited the growth of  air travel in 
the Paris Marseilles corridor of  the study (2011).  

Another topic that circulates is the concept of  high-speed rail as urban 
regenerator, with Spain as one example. Guitierrez studied the potential of  
regeneration in the Madrid Barcelona corridor (2001). Large changes were 
predicted near the stations, with little or no changes in between (2001). 
Guitierrez claims that there will be more benefits for all but, like Sands 
(1993) and Vickerman (1995) that benefits will be spatially unequal with 
high-speed rail proximity determining those benefits (2001). From these 
articles and the others presented in this paper, high-speed rail will generally 
add benefits to regions but mostly spatially aggregated towards large 
metropolitan centres where stations are located.   

In the past decade, China has heavily invested in high-speed rail and is a 
valid comparison to California because of  the scale and newness of  
implementation. Wang et al. investigate tourism’s relationship to high-speed 
rail (2012). This study may offer some hope to California’s secondary cities 
that might differentiate themselves as tourist destinations, instead of  major 
knowledge economy centers. Wang et al. discuss the Chinese high-speed 
rail system as opening up regions (2012) and one cannot help but think of  
the California Central Valley, with its limited rail network and economic 
challenges. Masson and Petiot also take up the tourist point in 2009 but use 
the corridor between Perpignan, in France and Barcelona in Spain for their 
investigation. They offer that tourist product differentiation is a way 
smaller cities can resist agglomeration forces (Masson and Petiot, 2009).   



Conclusion  

After a review of  these comparative studies, themes emerge in the 1990s 
and the mid 2000s as concerns and topics for investigation by academics. 
In the 1990s these studies, often reviews, concerned themselves with 
agglomeration or competition between cities and the importance of  
supporting transport networks for high-speed rail projects, with a limited 
emphasis on the environmental benefit of  high-speed rail. Later in the mid 
2000s the environment has become a huge concern and high-speed rail a 
source of  interest in reducing greenhouse gasses. Another emergent theme 
lately has been the conceptual and fundamental twist of  these projects as 
regenerators per se, in a more specific way than a general regional 
economic uplift but a targeted regenerative acupuncture.  

The literature from the 1990s has failed to predict a few key moments in 
high-speed rail history. For example, academic literature largely failed to 
predict the rise of  low cost airlines such as Easy Jet and Ryanair in Europe 
to compete with the Eurostar. Despite the enhanced airline competition 
Eurostar has carried more than 10 million passengers in 2013. Literature 
has also understandably failed to predict the lengthening security times 
after the attacks on the United States World Trade Towers in September of  
2001. However, these lengthened security times and carry on requirements 
for air travel have made high-speed rail travel more competitive. Also, the 
priorities of  academic reviews of  high-speed rail have change, emphasizing 
the importance of  the environment and its assessment more recently.  

Looking at these studies for insight into the future benefits of  the 
California high-speed train some of  Professor Robert Cervero’s conclusion 
from the lecture in March 2015 ring true. Benefits will likely be aggregated 
in Los Angeles and San Francisco and to a lesser extent San Diego and 
Sacramento. These are also the places with opportunities for attachment to 
an existing mass transit system. However, from the literature reviewed here 



and correlating information from interviews with Planning officials 
working on the California system there are some bright spots that will 
increase benefits. Namely, the intense growth of  supporting urban and 
regional rail that has been taking place in Southern California. The fact that 
air travel and freeway travel are thought by California Planners to be over 
burdened, with high speed rail a necessary transport tool for growth and 
provided for a large latent demand. That California cities and regions are 
on a scale larger than European literature may be able to  inform on, while 
Japanese and Chinese high-speed rail cases have been extraordinarily 
successful. Furthermore, while the large cities may gain the most there will 
still be some benefit for the middle cities, which surely need it, and even 
some possible opportunities if  cities are agile in capitalizing on themselves 
as a tourist destination.  
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